
Hourglass of Destruction
Hope and jubilation are transient riding compassions as the
Knights and squires depart Castle Liberum for a tournament
of nations. Those spurious emotions quickly evaporate, as a
journey meant to unite the fracturing realms of Verngaurd
promptly turns into a battle for survival. Dark creatures spread
roots of death and deceit, infecting ancient alliances, intent
on turning the soil red with civil war. Can the Knights fight
through the gathering enemy forces and turn back the
coming storm before the sands of time run out?
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B Y :  A L P H A  F O U R

Alpha Four, or A4, is an enigmatic figure from the turn of the first millennium of the
Common Era (C.E.). Although the formality of his education is uncertain, we know he
studied military history, martial skills, languages, history, philosophy, mathematics,
religion, and wrote extensively. Evidence suggests he was a ranking courtier and
military advisor in the turbulent environment that was England one thousand years
ago. He likely served in Æthelred II's court (and possibly Sweyn I, the Danish sovereign
who briefly sat on the English throne in 1013 C.E.).
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"A MUST READ for fantasy lovers!"
"This is the second book in a fantasy

series; hopefully there will be a third.

This story is well told, the characters are

interesting, and the plot hooks you from

the beginning to the end. I loved it!."

"After reading Book One in the Far Forest Scrolls fantasy series,

I wondered if the follow-up books would hold the same appeal.

One thing’s for sure – this book, Book Two, definitely does. It

offers the same excitement and philosophical insight."
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"Great story! Love the tournament of flags

(except for the dragon battle :( ---mild spoiler:

one of my fav characters does not do well at the

tournament). Writing is great."
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